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- 2012-2016: Esmod international fashion design and paternmaking women specia-
lity, bachelor degree’s with mention
-high school at the marcq institution, high school degree with mention in june 2012
-2011: BAFA
-Secondary school at the marcq institution, 

-WDI January to july 2016: Knitwear assitant designer, creation of knitwear, techni-
cals  files, moodboards, meeting with clients. 
-Isa Arfen August to December 2015: Intership at Isa Arfen in London, patternmaking 
,embroidery,  work on the collections spring summer 2016 and autumn winter 2016, 
help with the production, meeting with customers.
-Defined Moment Paris March/April 2014: patternmaking, trend development. Fully 
involved with designing a collection to show at the Paris Fasion week.
-Chocolate company Lille April 2013 : design an outfit with a chocolate maker that 
was presented at the festival of Lille
-Greenway orphanage Thailand July/August 2012 helping in a oprhanage where i 
looking after children, teaching english, helping with the renovation of the orphanage
-White Sky Paris February 2011: trend development, colour boards, meeting with 
customers
-Photograph and Arcadia London February 2010: meeting with customors, trend 
development, inspiration boards...

-English: talking, reading, writing
-Spanish: talking, reading, writing
-Chinese: beginner
-Control of the adobe pack: photoshop, indesign, illustrator
-excell, word, power point
-Fashion design: mood board, search trend, technical drawing, technical files, illustrations
-patternmaking, sewing, embroidery 

- travels, reading, photography, art, design
-classical and modern dance  

EDUCATION :

WORK EXPERIENCES :

SKILLS :

HOBBIES :



PROJECTS



RECYCLED DRESS
This project was to work on the recycling, for that I take my inspiration on an ar-
tist, Zac Freeman, who is working on the creation of portrait with recycling things 
.  My concept was to recreate a motif on a dress with used fabrics, I wanted to 
recreate a geometrical pattern like a kaleidoscope, so like Zac Freeman who 
takes used things to recreate a portrait, I used fabrics to recreate a kaleidoscope.
 

Moodboard



With fabrics, I searched my volume on 
the mannequin. After that I went to vin-
tage shops to find used farics and also 
clothes where I could use the fabrics, 
with this fabrics I create my pattern by 
cutting triangle to make the kaleidos-
cope motif



Shooting of the dress



TRANSPARENCE SS16

I create a collection on the inspiration of the Xray, on the idea of  the skeleton of the outfit ins-
pired by the Xray. For that the collection is essentialy composed of tranparent fabrics, allowing 
to see the total composition of each piece which becomes superimposed to complete each other. 
Morever, stitching it in English sewing, and the game of pleats giving the impression of the skele-
ton of outfit. 

Mood board of the collection based on different artist 
works like on the work of Nick Veasy who works on the 
Xray with differents objects and clothes.



I worked by collage to find my looks and make my illustration.





Shooting of the collection

Photography by Clement Decoster/ HMUA: Elise Cuinet / Models: Ninon Balen & Eleonore Legleye



Collection plan 



CORSET

This project was about to create a corset with the method of 
the corsetry but in a modern way. So I worked on a origamy 
style on my corset, pleats who creates my origamy came on 
a classical corset.

Mood board





TAILOR

The inspiration for this tailor was about creating a geometrical tailor and reinterpretation of 
stripes by putting gros grain in my reverse seam and also stripes in the lining inspired by the clas-
sical tailoring. 



The inspiration for this tailor was about creating a geometrical tailor and reinterpretation of 
stripes by putting gros grain in my reverse seam and also stripes in the lining inspired by the clas-
sical tailoring. 



Shooting



OTHER WORKS

Tailor ilustration of a tailor 
I made and create my own print  for 
the fabrics

Creation of a shirt inspired by 
a Viktor & Rolf shirt

Mummy corset



creation of a wedding dress

Creation of a dress for the chocolat fair in collaboration 
with a chocolate maker, this dress was inspired by india.



I made 5 months of internship at Isa Arfen in London where I had 
the chance to work on the spring summer 2016 collection whose 
been presented at the New York Fashion week.



PERSONAL STATEMENT

After being graduated in high school in economic section I decided to study 

fashion at Esmod in France.  I have learn a lot about fashion design, creating my own 

collection ( patterns, sewing, technical fles, marketing and development) and my artistic

DNA. During this 3 years, I had the chance to make internships in high fashion 

companies in Paris at Defned Moments during one month and at Isa Arfen in London 

during 5 months. Those experiences taught me the reality of fashion brands in high 

fashion and allowed me to see differents parts of the work of a fashion designer.

Esmod learnt me a lot but for me it was only the beginning and I want to learn more and

to go further. It's why I now want to continue my studies with your fashion MA. Your 

program will prepare me for work and give me the technical and business skills I need 

to reach my goal wich is to work for high fashion or a creator brand.

So, I want to be a part of your course because of what it offer, the link between fashion, 

innovation and actuallity though the development of design process, the learning of 

new techniques... But also the place you have on the industry, the chance to work for 

major designers for exemple and the chance to presente my work at the london fashion 

week. 

I'm prepare to dedicate all my time  in my work to suceed . I'm determinated, hard 

working but also passionate, creative and curious. I can work alone but I also like to 

share and work with others, my experiences in fashion brands thaught me to work like a 

team.

To conlude I'm very motivated to be a part of you program and I'm looking forward to 

hearing from you ! 

                                             

                                                                         Camille Welcomme


